یادداشت سردری

با درود فراوان بر همکاران ارجمند و استاد گرامی

با سلام و درود حضور یکی از شما عزیزان، خداوند متعال را سیاسی می‌گویم که بار دیگر توافق پیمان‌طلبی را در قلب یادداشت سردری فصلنامه علمی-پژوهشی بیوشت و زیبایی به این جنبه عکارد. از آنجایی که این شماره ۱۳۹۵ ماه، این نکته است که امکان می‌باشد و قرار ممکن و در بر اساس آماده شده و در اختیار شما بر این مورد قرار گیرد، مکمل مناسبی را در هر‌کدام کرده تا امکان سعد میلاد بهبودی پزشکی حضارت امیرالمومنین امام علی (ع) از مباحث، اعاده شما و فراوانسی بهار قلبی، ماه مبارک رمضان را تربریک و تهنیت توانی.
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This impressive congress was held April 15-17, 2016 in Tehran, the capital of a 6,000-year-old nation that once stretched from southeastern Europe and Egypt and into India. The Center for Research and Training in Skin Diseases and Leprosy of the Tehran University of Medical Sciences organized this event in collaboration with the International Society of Dermatology (ISD).

Welcoming remarks were delivered by Yahya Dowlati, Honorary Congress President, President, Iranian Society of Dermatology and Founding and Honorary Director, Center for Research and Training in Skin Diseases and Leprosy of the Tehran University of Medical Sciences. ISD President Vangee Handog expressed her appreciation to President Dowlati in a video address from Manila. Dermatologists from Iran and around the world attended. Dignitaries included a youthful vigorous sagacious Constantin E. Orfanos (Germany) celebrating his 80th birthday, Ashraf Badawi (Egypt), Nejib Doss (Tunisia), Bijan Dowlati (USA), Louis Dubertret (France), Hayder Al-Hamamy (Iraq), Golara Honari (USA), Martin Kassir (USA), Kiarash Khosrotehrani (Australia), Abdul-Ghani Kibbi (Lebanon), Koushik Lahiri (India), Torello M. Lotti (Italy), David A. Mehregan (USA), Farrokh Modabber (Iran), Mourad Mokni (Tunisia), Dedee Murrell (Australia), Venkatram Mysore (India), Carlos Henrique Nery Costa (Brazil), Ali Nokhodchi (UK), Noufal Raboobee (South Africa), George Terry Reizner (USA), Hamid Reza Rezvani (France), Rashmi Sarkar (India), Robert A. Schwartz (USA), Neil H. Shear (Canada), Ihsan A. Al-Turfy (Iraq), Jayashree Venkataram (India), Shyam Verma (India), Luitgard G. Wiest (Germany), and Christos C. Zouboulis (Germany) (Fig 1 to 5).

The academic program was superb. Dedee Murrell updated current concepts of autoimmune blistering disorders, underlining the genetic susceptibility from Middle Eastern ancestry most evident in pemphigus vulgaris. Louis Dubertret detailed major differences between early and late-onset psoriasis in noting six distinct psoriasis phenotypes. Constantin E. Orfanos provided an overview of medical ethics, challenges and tribulations, within an historical framework, admonishing colleagues to avoid further professional commercialization. Neil H. Shear illustrated graphically what makes a drug behave such that it can produce a life-threatening reaction such as toxic epidermal necrolysis, including fitting structurally into an HLA binding groove. Ali Nokhodchi defined surfactants as penetration enhancers. Golara Honari covered the sensitive skin syndrome. Koushik Lahiri challenged concepts of clinical stability in evaluating vitiligo. Hayder Al-Hamamy employs narrow band ultraviolet light for vitiligo, with facial vitiligo responding the best. Noufal Raboobee stressed a novel new surgical approach to vitiligo using trypsin in suction blisters while discussing his own approach with the excimer laser. Torello M. Lotti favors an innovative approach to vitiligo therapy utilizing
specially formatted cytokines and growth factors. Jayashree Venkataram recommended powered rather than tumescent liposuction to increase efficiency, reducing physician fatigue and enhancing extraction speed. Robert A. Schwartz lauded the low rate of Kaposi’s sarcoma in Iran as a possible benefit of a salutary life-style. Martin Kassir shared his seven-year clinical experience with microneedling and simultaneous infusion. Rashmi Sarkar observed that periorbital hyperpigmentation undeservedly has received scant attention. Bijan Dowlati detailed risk factors in dermatology surgery. Luitgard G. Wiest enhanced concepts of lip rejuvenation. Mourad Mokni highlighted advances in therapy for leishmaniasis. David A. Mehregan delineated different types of scarring alopecia. Christos C. Zouboulis characterized hidradenitis suppurativa triggering factors that include smoking, obesity, and metabolic syndrome.

The academic program was supplemented by an opulent dinner at the elegant home of Prof. Yahya and Mrs. Parichehr Dowlati, sightseeing in Tehran (Fig 6,7) and other cities, including the over 5,000 old desert city of Yazd with its Amir Chakhmaq Complex (Fig 8) The invited speakers expressed their gratitude to Congress President Alireza Firooz and Honorary President Yahya Dowlati and their dedicated staff, for their extraordinary hospitality and kindness (Fig 9), so typical of the Persian character and reminiscent of Cyrus the Great, known for both his military prowess and his magnanimity in victory. There was admiration for the talented artist Mrs. Parichehr Dowlati, whose paintings of Bam prior to the devastating 2003 earthquake recollected its immense splendor, and for Martin Kassir, celebrating his 50th birthday, who recognized that Cyrus the Great’s son, Cambyses II, was the ruler credited with expanding the Persian Empire far into Egypt.
Fig 1. The Congress assembled

Fig 2. Honorary President Yahya Dowlati, Constantin E. Orfanos and Alireza Firooz celebrating sagacious Prof. Orfanos’ 80th birthday (left to right)
Fig 3. Koushik Lahiri, Congress President Alireza Firooz, Louis Dubertret, and Robert A. Schwartz (left to right)

Fig 4. Football highlights with Mourad Mokni, Martin Kassir, famous Iranian football player Karim Bagheri, and Robert A. Schwartz (left to right)
Fig 5. Congress President Alireza Firooz, Dedee Murrell and Robert A. Schwartz (right to left)

Fig 6. Tehran’s famous Carpet Museum attracts congress guests
Fig 7. Azadi (Freedom) Monument, Tehran, with admiring congress attendees

Fig 8. Ancient desert city of Yazd with its magnificent Amir Chakhmaq Complex
Fig 9. Closing ceremony with grateful attendees